INTRODUCTION
T
HIS book has been-out of print for some
time, except in America where it has led
a prosperous but furtive existence. I have
strenuously refused to reissue it in the country of
its birth because it seemed to me to voice a delight
in the gaieties of London life now, alas, quite out of
touch with our times. It was written during that
brief waltz of wealth after the War by one who
gazed on the events of a London year with the
bright and perhaps too eager eyes of a debutante.
Now, however, I have been persuaded to bring out a
new edition ; and I do so in the belief that if these
good times do not return, this record of the Season
may achieve something of an archaeological interest.
The London Season is a fascinating subject for
a book, but, strangely enough, nothing has been
written about its origin and development. It is a
legacy which we have inherited from an age of
wealth and privilege, and, like many of our aristo-
cratic traditions, it has received the support of
democracy, which possibly accounts for its stubborn
vitality. The Season begins in May with the open-
ing of the Royal Academy, and it ends in July with
Goodwood. During those three months daughters
are launched on social life and produced in the
marriage market, while those people with the means
to do so fulfill a well-trodden path that leads them
at various times to Govent Garden, Epsom, Eton,
Ascot, Henley, Lord's and a number of other places.
Those who lack the means to play parts in the
Season form the audience, which costs them nothing.
You can, for example, see more of the Royal Enclosure
at Ascot from the free side of the heath.
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